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Introduction 
 
1. The purpose of this briefing paper is to update the Trust Board on the progress of 

the redevelopment of the Watford General Hospital site. 
 
Background 
 
1. The Trust continues to support the proposals to redevelop the Watford hospital 

site as part of the Watford Health Campus regeneration scheme; assuming this 
offers the most cost effective and affordable solution for the Trust. On this basis, 
the Trust along with the other Campus Partners1 jointly commissioned a 
Masterplan for the whole site.  The Borough resolved to grant outline planning 
permission, subject to sealing of the agreed section 106, in May 2008.  The 
Masterplan envisaged that the hospital re-development would be a single-phase 
development procured and therefore funded via the Private Finance Initiative 
(PFI). 

 
2. Since the master plan was developed, following discussions with the PFU and 

the SHA, the development of a large single phase PFI is less likely for a variety of 
reasons including: 

 
 the introduction of the revised accountancy treatment of PFI schemes resulting 

in schemes now moving onto Trust Balance Sheets; 
 the current economic climate and availability of senior debt finance; 
 the overall affordability of a single build solution; and lastly,  
 the potentially adverse effect  that a large scale PFI scheme could have on the 

Trust’s FT application due to Monitor’s concerns that many PFI deals provide 
Trusts with inflexible accommodation resulting in immense financial burdens 
for years to come. 

 
Alternative Development Options 
 
1. Following the instruction to explore an alternative option, a fresh design team was 

commissioned to carry out a high-level development option exercise.  The design 
team are unconnected to the original Masterplan design team.  

 
2. The new team were briefed to develop a phased development option or options 

that respected the planning principles of the Health Campus.  To go outside 

                                            
1 Watford Health Campus Partners: Watford Borough Council, Watford Football Club, East of England 
Development Agency, East of England Strategic Health Authority, NHS Hertfordshire, Hertfordshire 
County Council and Hertfordshire County Council 



 

those principles would result in the need to develop a further outline planning 
application at the Trust’s cost and would also cause the Trust lose the benefit of 
the financial opportunities afforded by the Campus.  The options open to the 
Trust in re-developing the site in a phased manner are reasonably limited 
because the site currently only has three clinical blocks: PMOK (main clinical 
block), Maternity Block and the AAU block.  The Team were also briefed to 
ensure that decants were kept to the absolute minimum to ensure the most cost 
effective solutions and the need to retain operational services throughout the 
construction phases.  Wholesale refurbishment of blocks was not considered 
desirable given the scale and cost of decant accommodation required, however, 
this was included in the options in order to understand the true impact. The team 
were also briefed that the options had to be capable of delivery in the event that 
the campus does not proceed. 

 
3. A total of four options have been developed however the central theme 

throughout all options is the inclusion of an enabling package of works as phase 
1 of the scheme.  This package includes the development of a patient car park 
and a separate staff car park; an Energy Centre and an office block.  The 
intention is that this package is procured as a public private partnership (PPP).  
This type of joint venture, subject to business case and commercial appraisal, 
would enable the Trust to access these facilities without the need to invest 
capital. 

 
4. All options see a multi-phase development consisting of a series of buildings to 

accommodate all operational services over a period of time.  Appendix A details 
the option D which is considered the most deliverable option. This option sees 
the Trust retain the AAU in its current location with a connection to the new ‘hot 
services block’.  Clearly retaining the AAU in its current form eliminates the need 
to re-provide 6,000sqm of high quality space that the Trust already owns.  The 
inclusion of the AAU in the final redevelopment will require a planning 
amendment, however, this is considered relatively simple to overcome. 

 
5. A phased approach offers procurement flexibility.  Any phase could be procured 

as a PFI if necessary/available or as a Procure 21 project (as with the AAU) if 
capital funding was available either as a loan or directly from the Trust in the form 
of cash surpluses and capital receipts from both HHGH and WGH sites. 

 
6. Overall a multi-phase development will always cost more than a single-phase 

redevelopment.  However, that has to be weighed against the flexibility afforded 
by a multi-phase approach, such as: maximum design flexibility due to the 
elapsed time between design and build being reduced; the opportunity to re-
assess the case of need and affordability of each phase before it is 
commissioned and lastly, the Trust is not limited to procuring the development via 
PFI. 

 
7. The Programme Board has instructed the following action: 
 

 One multi-phase solution and the single-phase solution should continue to be 
developed to a sufficient level of detail to enable a robust financial and non-
financial options appraisal to be carried out in Quarter 4 2009/10 as part of the 
business case development process in order to test two valid options 
alongside a ‘do minimum ‘option.  This includes a robust affordability review. 

 
 Option D is the favoured multi phase solution because it retains use of the 

AAU thereby reducing the redevelopment costs.   



 

 
The first clinical phase of option D is to re-provide the Maternity Services block 
which would not necessarily be the Trust’s most favoured solution given the 
greater opportunities to design out service inefficiencies and reduce backlog 
maintenance liabilities by replacing PMOK block first.  However, to re-provide 
PMOK first, as in option A leaves the Maternity services too isolated, frustrates 
the Trust’s ability to generate a capital receipt early by selling off that part of 
the site and given the size of building required to accommodate the services 
from PMOK would require the Trust to fund the largest of the phase first.  It is 
not practical to re-develop only part of PMOK block given the level of backlog 
maintenance and the physical constraints related to the overall design of the 
building and existing campus.  Therefore, after considerable discussion the 
option of re-developing the Maternity block seems most sensible. 
 

 A fresh design team, using either the P21 or OGC frameworks will be 
appointed to replace the original design team who developed the Masterplan. 

 
 Given that the schemes incorporated within the Enabling Package (2 car 

parks, an Energy Centre and an office block) would all be beneficial to the 
Trust in the event of no redevelopment taken place, it was considered 
appropriate that this phase is core to both the single and multi-phase options.  
Therefore, the new Design Team will be commissioned to generate an overall 
development control plan in addition to developing Option D to a similar level 
as the single-phase solution in order to enable a reasonable comparison to be 
made. 

 
 Following the Trust’s recent refresh of its 6 Facet Survey an internal backlog 

maintenance workshop is to be held to review backlog issues across all sites 
in order to develop an indicative investment plan.  The output from this 
workshop will lead to a ‘Backlog Maintenance Summit’ to include 
representation from the SHA, DH Estates Team and PCT in order to develop 
the ‘do minimum’ option. The ‘do minimum’ option will enable the Trust to 
deliver its service strategy in both the downside and base case scenarios.  
This is being reported in the IBP and LTFM work. 

 
 A detailed Communications and Engagement strategy is being developed to 

address how stakeholders will be involved in the next stages, and in particular 
how the messages are handled with the general public and wider health 
community.  The Trust has already begun sharing this information with the 
general public as part of it FT consultation process where over 40 meetings 
were held with the general public where the future of the new hospital was 
always raised. 

 
 The Campus Operations Group have been tasked to focus on how the new 

road can be delivered as soon as possible, including what funding options may 
be available. 

 
Timescale 
 
1. Option appraisal complete by end of Q4 09/10. 
 
2. Business case complete for the enabling works (Car parks and Energy Centre) 

by May 2010. 
 
3. Enabling works would be complete by end 2011. 



 

 
4. The timescale for the further business case/s depends upon which option is 

selected, however, assuming that the phased approach is selected then it would 
be feasible for the phase 3 business case for the Women’s and Children’s block 
to be completed by the end Q3 10/11. 

 

The Trust Board members are asked to: 

5. Phase 3 would be complete by Q4 2013/14 at the earliest depending upon 
procurement route selected and the need for competitive dialogue. 

 

 

6. Clearly further phases would be pursued as and when the Trust could afford the 
developments and the scale of the development would be reviewed and 
refreshed as a consequence of the changes to healthcare that would be likely 
during the elapsed time. 

 
Conclusion 
 
The Trust now has two robust options to critically evaluate as part of the Option 
Appraisal exercise. 
 
The Board are asked to note the content of this report 
 
 
 
 
 
Sarah Wiles 
Director of Strategy and Infrastructure 
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